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FICTION
THE PARIS LIBRARY BY JANET SKESLIEN CHARLES

(PICKED BY SLS)

Paris, 1939: Young and ambitious Odile Souchet has it all: her handsome police officer beau
and a dream job at the American Library in Paris. When the Nazis march into Paris, Odile stands
to lose everything she holds dear, including her beloved library. Together with her fellow
librarians, Odile joins the Resistance with the best weapons she has: books. But when the war
finally ends, instead of freedom, Odile tastes the bitter sting of unspeakable betrayal. Montana,
1983: Lily is a lonely teenager looking for adventure in small-town Montana. Her interest is
piqued by her solitary, elderly neighbor. As Lily uncovers more about her neighbor’s mysterious
past, she finds that they share a love of language, the same longings, and the same intense
jealousy, never suspecting that a dark secret from the past connects them. (368 pgs)

EVERYTHING AFTER BY JILL SANTOPOLO

(PICKED BY SM)

Emily has come a long way since she lost her two passions fifteen years ago: music, and Rob.
She's a psychologist at NYU who helps troubled college students like the one she once was.
Together with her caring doctor husband, Ezra, she has a beautiful life. They're happy. They
hope to start a family. But when a tragic event in Emily's present too closely echoes her past,
and parts of her story that she'd hoped never to share come to light, her perfect life is suddenly
upturned. Then Emily hears a song on the radio about the woman who got away. The melody
and voice are hauntingly familiar. Could it be? As Emily's past passions come roaring back into
her life, she'll find herself asking: Who is she meant to be? Who is she meant to love? (336 pgs)

THE DICTIONARY OF LOST WORDS BY PIP WILLIAMS

(PICKED BY BS)

Motherless and irrepressibly curious, Esme spends her childhood in the ‘Scriptorium’, a garden
shed in Oxford where her father and a team of dedicated lexicographers are collecting words
for the very first Oxford English Dictionary. Esme’s place is beneath the sorting table, unseen
and unheard. One day a slip of paper containing the word ‘bondmaid’ flutters to the floor. Esme
rescues the slip and stashes it in an old wooden case that belongs to her friend, Lizzie, a young
servant in the big house. Esme begins to collect other words from the Scriptorium that are
misplaced, discarded or have been neglected by the dictionary men. Over time, Esme realizes
that some words are considered more important than others, and that words and meanings
relating to women’s experiences often go unrecorded. While she dedicates her life to the
Oxford English Dictionary, secretly, she begins to collect words for another dictionary: The
Dictionary of Lost Words. (384 pgs)

IN THE QUICK BY KATE HOPE DAY

(PICKED BY MG)

June is a brilliant but difficult girl with a gift for mechanical invention, who leaves home to
begin a grueling astronaut training program. Six years later, she has gained a coveted post as
an engineer on a space station, but is haunted by the mystery of Inquiry, a revolutionary
spacecraft powered by her beloved late uncle's fuel cells. The spacecraft went missing when
June was twelve years old, and while the rest of the world has forgotten them, June alone has
evidence that makes her believe the crew is still alive. She seeks out James, her uncle's former
protégée, also brilliant, also difficult, who has been trying to discover why Inquiry's fuel cells
failed. James and June forge an intense intellectual bond that becomes an electric attraction.
But the love that develops between them as they work to solve the fuel cell's fatal flaw
threatens to destroy everything they've worked so hard to create--and any chance of bringing
the Inquiry crew home alive. In the Quick is an exploration of the strengths and limits of human
ability in the face of hardship and the costs of human ingenuity. At its beating heart are June
and James, whose love for each other is eclipsed only by their drive to conquer the challenges
of space travel. (272 pgs)
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THE BOHEMIANS BY JASMIN DARZNIK

(PICKED BY KT)

In 1918, Dorothea Lange leaves the East Coast for California, where a disaster kick-starts a
new life. Her friendship with Caroline Lee, a vivacious woman with a complicated past, gives her
entrée into Monkey Block, an artists' colony and the bohemian heart of San Francisco. Dazzled
by Caroline and her friends, Dorothea is catapulted into a heady new world of freedom, art, and
politics. Dorothea and Caroline eventually create a flourishing portrait studio, but a devastating
betrayal pushes their friendship to the breaking point and alters the course of their lives. The
Bohemians captures San Francisco in the glittering and gritty 1920s, with cameos from such
legendary figures as Mabel Dodge, Frida Kahlo, Ansel Adams, and DH Lawrence. At the same
time, it is eerily resonant with contemporary themes, as anti-immigration sentiment, corrupt
politicians, and the Spanish flu bring tumult to the city. (304 pgs)

THE LOST APOTHECARY BY SARAH PENNER

(PICKED BY MG, SLH, SM)

One February evening in 1791, at the back of a dark London alley in a hidden apothecary shop,
Nella awaits her newest customer. Once a respected healer, Nella now uses her knowledge for a
darker purpose—selling well-disguised poisons to desperate women who would kill to be free of
the men in their lives. But when her new patron turns out to be a precocious twelve-year-old
named Eliza, an unexpected friendship sets in motion a string of events that jeopardizes Nella’s
world and threatens to expose the many women whose names are written in her register. In
present-day London, aspiring historian Caroline Parcewell spends her tenth wedding anniversary
alone, reeling from the discovery of her husband’s infidelity. When she finds an old apothecary
vial near the river Thames, she can’t resist investigating, only to realize she’s found a link to the
unsolved “apothecary murders” that haunted London over two centuries ago. (320 pgs)

LIGHTSEEKERS BY FEMI KAYODE

(PICKED BY SP)

When Dr. Philip Taiwo is called on by a powerful Nigerian politician to investigate the public
torture and murder of three university students in remote Port Harcourt, he has no idea that
he’s about to be enveloped by a perilous case that is far from cold. Philip is not a detective.
He’s an investigative psychologist, an academic more interested in figuring out the why of a
crime than actually solving it. But when he steps off the plane and into the dizzying frenzy of
the provincial airport, he soon realizes that the murder of the Okriki Three isn’t as
straightforward as he thought. With the help of his loyal and streetwise personal driver, Chika,
Philip must work against those actively conspiring against him to parse together the truth of
what happened to these students. (432 pgs)

JUSTINE BY FORSYTH HARMON [TEEN]

(PICKED BY TA)

Summer 1999. Long Island, New York. Bored, restless, and lonely, Ali never expected her life
would change as dramatically as it did the day she walked into the local Stop & Shop. But she’s
never met anyone like Justine, the store’s cashier. Justine is so tall and thin she looks almost
two-dimensional, and there’s a dazzling mischief in her wide smile. “Her smile lit me up and
exposed me all at once,” Ali admits. Ali applies for a job on the spot, securing a place for
herself in Justine’s glittering vicinity. As Justine takes Ali under her wing, Ali learns how best to
bag groceries, what foods to eat, how to shoplift, who to admire, and who she can become
outside of her cold home, where her inattentive grandmother hardly notices the changes in her.
Ali becomes more and more fixated on Justine, reshaping herself in her new idol’s image,
leading to a series of events that spiral from superficial to seismic. (144 pgs)

ACT YOUR AGE, EVE BROWN BY TALIA HIBBERT

(PICKED BY KT)

No matter how hard she strives to do right, Eve’s life always goes horribly wrong—so she’s given
up trying. But when her personal brand of chaos ruins an expensive wedding (someone had to
liberate those poor doves), her parents draw the line. It's time for Eve to grow up and prove
herself—even though she's not entirely sure how. Jacob Wayne is the bed and breakfast owner
on a mission to dominate the hospitality industry—he expects nothing less than perfection. So
when a purple-haired tornado of a woman turns up out of the blue to interview for his open chef
position, he tells her the brutal truth: not a chance in hell. Then she hits him with her car—
supposedly by accident. Now his arm is broken, his B&B is understaffed, and the dangerously
unpredictable Eve is fluttering around, trying to help. Before long, she’s infiltrated his work, his
kitchen—and his spare bedroom. Jacob hates everything about it. Or rather, he should. Sunny,
chaotic Eve is his natural-born nemesis, but the longer these two enemies spend in close
quarters, the more their animosity turns into something else. Like Eve, the heat between them is
impossible to ignore—and it’s melting Jacob’s frosty exterior. (400 pgs)
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NON-FICTION
GORY DETAILS BY ERIKA ENGELHAUPT

(PICKED BY SLH, MG, SMC)

Filled to the brim with far-out facts, this wickedly informative narrative from the author of
National Geographic's popular Gory Details blog takes us on a fascinating journey through an
astonishing new reality. Blending humor and journalism in the tradition of Mary Roach,
acclaimed science reporter Erika Engelhaupt investigates the gross, strange, and morbid
absurdities of our bodies and our universe. From the research biologist who stung himself with
every conceivable insect to the world's most murderous mammals, this entertaining book
explores oft-ignored but alluring facets of biology, anatomy, space exploration, nature, and
more. Featuring interviews with leading researchers in the field and a large dose of wit, this
book reveals the most intriguing real-world applications of science in all their glory. (336 pgs)

A WORLD WITHOUT EMAIL BY CAL NEWPORT

(PICKED BY

BS

& SLS)

Modern knowledge workers communicate constantly. Their days are defined by a relentless
barrage of incoming messages and back-and-forth digital conversations--a state of constant,
anxious chatter in which nobody can disconnect, and so nobody has the cognitive bandwidth to
perform substantive work. There was a time when tools like email felt cutting edge, but a
thorough review of current evidence reveals that the hyperactive hive mind workflow they
helped create has become a productivity disaster, reducing profitability and perhaps even
slowing overall economic growth. Equally worrisome, it makes us miserable. Humans are simply
not wired for constant digital communication. The knowledge sector's evolution beyond the
hyperactive hive mind is inevitable. The question is not whether a world without email is coming
(it is), but whether you'll be ahead of this trend. A World Without Email will convince you that
the time has come for bold changes, and will walk you through exactly how to make them
happen. (320 pgs)

WHEN HARRY MET MINNIE BY MARTHA TEICHNER

(PICKED BY SLS)

There's a special camaraderie among early-morning dog walkers. Fellow pet owners become
familiar-as do the personalities of their beloved animals. In this special space and time, a
chance encounter with an old acquaintance changed Martha Teichner's world. Her friend knew
someone who was dying of cancer, from exposure to toxins after 9/11, and desperate to find a
home for her dog, Harry. He was a Bull Terrier--the same breed as Martha's dear Minnie. Would
Martha consider giving Harry a safe, loving new home? In short order, boy dog meets girl dog,
the fairy tale part of this story. After Martha agrees to meet Harry and his owner Carol, what
begins as a transaction involving a dog becomes a deep and meaningful friendship between two
women with complicated lives and a love of Bull Terriers in common. Through the heartbreak
and grief of Carol's illness, the bond that develops changed Martha's life, Carol's life, Minnie's
life, Harry's life. As it changed Carol's death as well. (256 pgs)

EVERY DAY IS A GIFT BY TAMMY DUCKWORTH

(PICKED BY SM)

Tammy Duckworth takes readers through the amazing stories from her incomparable life. In
November of 2004, an Iraqi RPG blew through the cockpit of Duckworth's U.S. Army Black
Hawk helicopter. The explosion, which destroyed her legs and mangled her right arm, was a
turning point in her life. The biracial daughter of an American father and a Thai-Chinese
mother, Duckworth faced discrimination, poverty, and the horrors of war—all before the age of
16. Duckworth joined the Army, becoming one of a handful of female helicopter pilots at the
start of Operation Iraqi Freedom. She served eight months in Iraq before the attack that took
her legs—and nearly took her life. She then spent thirteen months recovering at Walter Reed,
learning to walk again on prosthetic legs and planning her return to the cockpit. But
Duckworth found a new mission after meeting her state's senators, Barack Obama and Dick
Durbin. After winning two terms as a U.S. Representative, she won election to the U.S. Senate
in 2016. And she and her husband Bryan fulfilled another dream when she gave birth to two
daughters, becoming the first sitting senator to give birth. (288 pgs)
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THE INVENTION OF MIRACLES BY KATIE BOOTH

(PICKED BY BS)

When Alexander Graham Bell first unveiled his telephone to the world, it was considered
miraculous. But few people know that it was inspired by another supposed miracle: his work
teaching the deaf to speak. The son of one deaf woman and husband to another, he was
motivated by a desire to empower deaf people by integrating them into the hearing world, but
he ended up becoming their most powerful enemy, waging a war against Sign Language and
Deaf culture that still rages today. The Invention of Miracles tells the dual stories of Bell’s
remarkable, world-changing invention and his dangerous ethnocide of Deaf culture and
language. It also charts the rise of Deaf activism and tells the triumphant tale of a community
reclaiming a once-forbidden language. (416 pgs)

WINTER PASTURE BY LI JUAN

(PICKED BY SMC)

Li Juan and her mother own a small convenience store in the Altai Mountains in Northwestern
China, where she writes about her life among grasslands and snowy peaks. Encouraged by her
neighbors, Li decides to join a family of Kazakh herders as they take their 30 boisterous camels,
500 sheep and over 100 cattle and horses to pasture for the winter. The so-called "winter
pasture" occurs in a remote region that stretches from the Ulungur River to the Heavenly
Mountains. As she journeys across the seemingly endless sand dunes, she helps herd sheep,
rides horses, chases after camels, builds an underground home using manure, gathers snow for
water, and more. With a keen eye for the understated elegance of the natural world, and a
healthy dose of self-deprecating humor, Li vividly captures both the extraordinary hardships and
the ordinary preoccupations of the day-to-day of the men and women struggling to get by in this
desolate landscape. (320pgs)

BROKEN BY JENNY LAWSON

(PICKED BY KT)

As Jenny Lawson’s hundreds of thousands of fans know, she suffers from depression. In Broken,
Jenny brings readers along on her mental and physical health journey, offering heartbreaking
and hilarious anecdotes along the way. With people experiencing anxiety and depression now
more than ever, Jenny humanizes what we all face in an all-too-real way, reassuring us that
we’re not alone and making us laugh while doing it. From the business ideas that she wants to
pitch to Shark Tank to the reason why Jenny can never go back to the post office, Broken leaves
nothing to the imagination in the most satisfying way. And of course, Jenny’s long-suffering
husband Victor―the Ricky to Jenny’s Lucille Ball―is present throughout. (288 pgs)

NOTES FROM THE BATHROOM LINE

(PICKED BY TA)

More than four decades ago, the groundbreaking book Titters: The First Collection of Humor by
Women showcased the work of some of the leading female comedians of the 1970s like Gilda
Radner, Candice Bergen, and Phyllis Diller. The book became an essential time capsule of an
era, the first of its kind, that opened doors for many more funny women to smash the comedy
glass-ceiling. Today, brilliant women continue to push the boundaries of just how funny—and
edgy—they can be in a field that has long been dominated by men. In Notes from the
Bathroom Line, Amy Solomon brings together all-new material from some of the funniest
women in show business today—award-winning writers, stand-up comedians, actresses,
cartoonists, and more. (256 pgs)

THE BARBIZON BY PAULINA BREN

(PICKED BY SLH)

Liberated from home and hearth by World War I, politically enfranchised and ready to work,
women arrived to take their place in the new skyscrapers of Manhattan. But they did not want
to stay in uncomfortable boarding houses. They wanted what men already had—exclusive
residential hotels with daily maid service, cultural programs and private dining. Built in 1927 at
the height of the Roaring Twenties, the Barbizon Hotel was intended as a safe haven for the
“Modern Woman” seeking a career in the arts. It became the place to stay for any ambitious
young woman hoping for fame and fortune. Sylvia Plath fictionalized her time there in The Bell
Jar, and, over the years, its almost 700 tiny rooms with matching floral curtains and bedspreads
housed actresses Grace Kelly and Phylicia Rashad; writers Joan Didion and Meg Wolitzer; and
many more. Mademoiselle magazine boarded its summer interns there, as did Katharine Gibbs
Secretarial School its students and the Ford Modeling Agency its young models. Not everyone
who passed through the Barbizon’s doors was destined for success but until 1981, when men
were finally let in, the Barbizon offered its residents a room of their own and a life without
family obligations or expectations. (336pgs)
Reviews excerpted from amazon.com and goodreads.com

